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ABSTRACT 
Reservoirs generally have the most important role in water resources systems and economically 

and socially, it is necessary to optimize utilization of them. If there is a dam on the river, leaving 

all or part of the sediment in the reservoir is unavoidable. As a result the initial volume of the 
reservoir is diminished gradually and often have unintended consequences in achieving desired 

goals if predictions and control procedures are not done properly. So far, many studies have 
been conducted for modeling the amount and distribution of sediments in reservoirs. Note that 

the factors affecting sedimentation in reservoirs are very wide analytical methods to determine 

the distribution of sediments in the reservoirs are less available. Mathematical methods based on 
the flow equations and experimental methods are most appropriate methods of saving time and 

costs. In this paper the mathematical model CCHE2D is used in order to simulate the particle 

size distribution of the sediment volume in Maroon Dam. The flow was considered to be 
unsteady and distribution of sediment for a period of ten years (2007-2017) the operation of the 

reservoir was predicted in which deposition area of different classes of grain size was 

determined and the volume of sediment entering the reservoir is equal to 62.5*106 m was 
estimated. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

When constructing a dam on a river, inevitably some sediment remains in dam reservoir. Therefore, initial 

dam reservoir decreases and if suitable control methods and predictions are not made, there will be undesirable 

circumstances toward reaching objectives. Considering difficulties in direct measurement operation of 

sediments deposited in reservoirs and its high costs and also regarding inefficiency of experimental methods for 

types of dams, mathematical and computer based models have been applied as effective and efficient 

instruments. Simulation of flow and sediment transmission in reservoirs using numerical modeling is more 

efficient and easier than studying flow behavior using other methods. Numerical modeling has been developed 

based on survival law and mathematical equations. This method has been used for simulation of flow problems 

including flow speed, water level height profile and etc. Applied model of this research is 2D CCHE which is a 

coupled model that performs computations of flow and sediment simultaneously. Also, structured mesh has 

been used in it and equations are solved using finite difference method in implicit form. YAXIN ZHANG 

(2007), from the national center for computational hydraulic science and engineering, wrote this model under 

the supervision of faculty of engineering of University of Mississippi in America.  

El-Sersawy (2005) identified regions with highest values of sedimentations in Aswan dam in Egypt, using 

findings of geographic information system (GIS) (Mahab Ghodss, 1983). Abdelazim et al (2010) estimated shelf 

life of Aswan dam, made on Nile River, using 2D CCHE model. In this research, they performed simulation 

operation for 150 km of reservoir length (from 350 to 500 km) and estimated shelf life of dam as 254 years 

(Mahab Ghodss, 1983). Fox et al (2006) presented an experimental equation for sediment transmission 

regarding imbalanced conditions along with explaining erosion mechanism occurred in result of concentration 

changes in traversal flows (Masjedi, A. et al., 2010). Kaman Bedast and Beheshti (2011) simulated evaluation of 

flow hydraulic properties for Karun River, between Molla Sani and Ahvaz, using 2D CCHE software. This 

research applied scale-flow rate curve of Ahvaz hydrometric station as downstream border condition and flow 

hydrograph of Molla Sani station with 2, 10, 25, 50, 100 and 200 years return periods as upstream border 
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condition design flood and model was performed in an unsustainable form for maximum water levels. 2D 

CCHE model was designed based on solution of Navier–Stokes equations for chaotic flows. Equations of this 

mathematical model are momentum equations toward X and Y, continuity equation and sediment transmission 

equations.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Study area is Maroon dam reservoir which starts from 30km dam upstream with 29km simulation. As noted 

above, 2D CCHE model was used in this research which was made in 1997 in National Center for 

Computational Hydro science and Engineering (NCCHE) by Wang, Sum and Gia under the supervision of 

University of Mississippi of America. In recent years, the above model gradually has been developed in a way 

that its last version (2D CCHE 2.3) contains high capabilities in water and sediments simulation. This program 

codes were written based on Fortran 90 programming language. Generally, this set contains two discrete 

sections. First is mesh generator and the other is user interface component model (CCHE2D-GUI). Mesh 

generator with capability of generating structured network of cross lines can produce an environment providing 

possibility to solve water and sediment equations, applied in 2D CCHE model based on finite element numerical 

method. 2D CCHE model is an average based 2D model with unsustainable flow conditions and in this mode, it 

can simulate sediment and water flow based on finite element method. Water flow simulation is based on 

solution of average depth equations of Navier–Stokes. Turbulent shear stress is computed using Bozinski 

estimation and three different turbulent models were used to calculate viscosity of turbulent vortices. Implicitly, 

total obtained equations can be solved using efficient element and control volume method. This method omits 

numerical frequencies and presents a sustainable solution. Sediment flow simulation (both adhesive and non-

adhesive) was performed using imbalanced transmission models. Three different transmission methods can be 

applied to simulate bed load, suspended load and total load. All applied equations of this part include bed load 

transmission equation, suspended load and bed level changes equation. These equations are solved based on 

efficient element method or exponential subtraction method.  

 

Main modeling equations:  

Two main modeling equations are as follows:  

Continuity equation: 

  

Momentum equation: 

 

 
whereas, u is velocity along x; v is velocity along y; g is acceleration of gravity; Z stands for height of water 

level; ρ refers to density of water; h is water depth at desired point; fcor is Coriolis effect (torsion effect); xxτ, 

xyτ, yxτ and yyτ are Reynolds shear stress components; byτ and bxτ are shear stress components on bed surface. 

In recent case study, a topographic map of scale curve was applied to import reservoir geometry model which 

should be changed into required format using other software including Auto CAD and Excel. Final topographic 

file include longitudinal, latitudinal and altitudinal points’ specifications are located within dam reservoir area. 

Figures 1 to 3.  

 
Fig. 1: Maroon dam reservoir topography with Mesh_xyz format, 
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Fig. 2: Generated mesh network 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: 3D view of simulated topography of reservoir 

 

Determination of classes of sediment particle sizes and percentages of each class for different samples of 

bed materials, bed and suspended sediments flow rates are required for simulation of heterogeneous sediments. 

Considering conditions of this project, it is logical to determine 6 classes of measurement (table 1).  

 
Table 1: classification of sediment particle sizes 

Class No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Diameter (m) 0.00000031 0.00000222 0.00001636 0.00013000 0.00500000 0.02000000 

 

Following determination of diameter of grading classes, we determined their percentages in bed load, 

suspended load and bed layers, as shown in table 2. In this mathematical model, reservoir bed was divided into 

three layers including 1
st
 layer with 50cm thickness containing sample 1 of bed materials, 2

nd
 and 3

rd
 layers with 

2 m and 6 m thicknesses, respectively and both containing two samples of bed materials.  

 
Table 2: Classification percentage of sediment particles 

 Percentages per class 

Class No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Bed materials / sample 1 

 

 

0.021547 

 

0.022324 

 

0.106741 

 

0.683625 

 

0.165763 
0 

Bed materials / sample 2 
 

0 0.05 0.1 0.3 0.35 0.2 

Suspended load 0.1136 0.3028 0.4852 0.0984 0 0 

Bed load 0.054 0.259465 0.212833 0.306851 0.166851 0 

 

Hydrograph of 2001 to 2010, measured in Idnak hydrometric station located in reservoir upstream as border 

conditions of input flow and scale-time curve in reservoir output as border conditions of output flow were 

applied to simulate flow. Scale and flow rate values of 1
st
 day of 2001 were considered as primary conditions. 

Input hydrograph and output time scale curve are shown in figures 4 and 5.  
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Fig. 4: First 5 years input hydrograph 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: First 5 years daily average scale of reservoir 

 

In 2D CCHE model, flow rates of suspended load and bed load should be introduced to model to determine 

sediment border conditions. Regarding that input flow of reservoir is unsustainable; flow rate of input sediments 

should be unsustainable. Sedimentation value of bed load was considered as 20 percent of suspended load 

sediment (7). Therefore, daily flow rate of suspended load was multiplied in 0.2 to determine daily flow rate of 

bed load. Relation of flow rates of suspended load and flow is shown as follows:  

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

In this research, three different values (0.01, 0.02 and 0.03) are considered for n  were considered for model 

calibration and its variations were contrasted with variations of two other parameters through performance of 

one-month simulations in order to evaluate it in different modes. Two other considered parameters of this step 

include bed load adaptation length and turbulent viscosity coefficient which three different values were 

considered for each of them. In calibration step, we performed 27 model loads in different conditions and used 

three above-named components to cover all possible modes which are shown in graphs respectively for 

variations of sedimentation volume, total volume of reservoir bed variations due to turbulent viscosity 

coefficient variations for each bed load adaptation length. A sample of adaptation process is shown in figure 6.  
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Fig. 6: total volume of bed variations for n=0.03 

 

Results of model performance for a period of 10 years:  

Results obtained for this 10 years period include results of flow and sediment transmission in diagram and 

graphical forms. Graphical results include area plan view i.e. initial values of reservoir bed and lastly, final 

values of reservoir bed, as shown in figures 7 and 8.  

 

 
 

Fig. 7: initial values of reservoir bed 

 

 
 

Fig. 8: final values of reservoir bed 

 

Also, for six cross sections, composed of different reservoir ranges, graphs of initial and final values of bed 

are presented in form of figures 9 to 14.  

Regarding variations of reservoir values, it is founded that sedimentations in upstream ranges and especially 

in available meanders in reservoir parts are higher than downstream ones which its main reasons are very low 

speed of flow in reservoir and also existence of vortices in meanders. As seen in graphical outputs, there are 

small amounts for fraud number and speed elements which shows that internal flow of reservoir is totally 

subcritical and due to such slow flow, reservoir bed tolerates very low shear stress. In density picture, each of 

grading classes is presented separately.  
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Fig. 9: percentage of class 1 (0/00000031 meter) in final composition of bed materials, Figure 10: percentage of 

class 2 (0/00000222 meter) in final composition of bed materials  

 

  
 

Fig. 11: percentage of class 3(0/00001636 meter) in final composition of bed materials, Figure 12: percentage of 

class 4 (0/00013 meter) in final composition of bed materials  

 

  
Fig. 13: amount of bed load transmission at the end of Period, Figure 14: variations of bed load at the end of 

period  
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In images which show percentages of each class in final composition, we can see settlement of coarse grain 

sediments in upstream sections and fine grain sediments in downstream sections and also high share of class 3 

from bed sediments. Settlement of coarse grain sediments in upstream sections and fine grain sediments in 

downstream sections is reasonable. One major point of these findings refers to minor role of reservoir’s side 

stream in sedimentation and it is evident that its primary composition has made no changes and only sediments 

of class 1 could penetrate into this part and deposit there. These changes are negligible in a way that simulation 

of reservoir’s side streams can be ignored for future reservoir studies and toward this; we can omit a range of 

computations. Figurations of sections (Figure 15) and sediment distribution effect are as follows. (Figure 16 till 

21). 

 

 
 

Fig. 15: sections figuration 

 

 
 

Fig. 16: initial and final values in section 1 

 

In section 1, considering narrow width and also river form of stream in seasons which reservoir has low 

water level, typically flow speed and flowing that, input shear stress of bed is higher than other points of 

reservoir.  

 

 
 

Fig. 17: initial and final values in section 2 

 

Section 2 is located in one of reservoir’s sharp edges and due occurrence of turbulent flows and also 

increase of water depth than upstream sections, sedimentation is higher in this section.  
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Fig. 18: initial and final values in section 3 

 

In section 3, the flow is totally relaxed and maximum flow speed reduces up to 0.009 m/s and high value of 

sediments settle in this section.  

 

 
 

Fig. 19: initial and final values in section 4 

 

Section 4 shows that coarse sediment values decreased. And also, share of fine grain sediment in this 

section is higher than the previous ones.  

 

 
 

Fig. 20: initial and final values in section 5 

 

Section 5 is selected in a way to cross side stream and also, to investigate its sedimentation state.  

 
Fig. 21: initial and final values in section 6 
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As seen, sedimentation is low in final section and it maximally reached to 1 m at trought (or thalweg) of the 

reservoir and its reason refers to higher sedimentation in upstream ranges. Materials which deposit in this and 

lower sections are consist of fine grain sediments like class 1 and 2.  

 

Results summary: 

* Speed- Speed value in reservoir permanently changes regarding to variations of input and output flow 

rates and minimum observed speed during simulation period is closed to zero and its maximum values in sharp 

meanders occurred in reservoir’s upstream ranges which its value is 2.9 m/s. It is to be noted that the value of 

2.9 m/s refers to seasons with low precipitation and for local sharp slopes.  

* Sediment distribution in reservoir-Computational area is about 25 square meters and it is predicted that 

sediments with 2.5 m depth concentrate in reservoir. It is observed that (as mentioned in consideration of 

sections) most of sediments are deposited in intermediate range of reservoir with 20 km length and maximum 

decantation occurred between two consecutive 90° arcs and as mentioned before, its cause is existence of 

turbulent flows in meanders.  
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